OPPO Elevate -Application Form
The OPPO Elevate aims to empower technology professionals and
entrepreneurs to bring innovative solutions tolife and create a better future
together. Learn more from official website: www.oppo.com/in/events/elevate/

Applications can be made by submitting the required documents to:
OPPO-elevate@oppo.com and proposal@oppo.com

The theme of the 2022 OPPO Elevate is “Virtuous Innovation”. Applicants can
submit proposals that fit this theme while targeting one of the two subjects
— “Accessible Technology” and “Digital Health”.
1.

Accessible Technology: Empowering everyone with the benefits and
convenience of technology

The Accessible Technology subject will focus on proposals that increase
technological inclusiveness and cater to the diverse needs of different user
groups in technological applications or products. Proposals will ideally provide
solutions that improve adaption of existing technology for elderly users,
support design for accessibility, improve ease of use for disadvantaged
groups, etc. Proposals aims to identify ways in which the benefits of
technology can be enjoyed by more people in a more accessible way.
2.

Digital Health: Giving people control over their health through digital
and AI health solutions

The Digital Health subject will focus on technology, products, and services
related to healthy lifestyles and intelligent health services. Proposals should
aim to leverage innovation in algorithms, sensor technology, data analysis,
healthcare products, and healthcare ecosystems to help users improve their
general health, their exercise habits, sleeping habits, diet, and mental health,
etc. Through digital intelligence, proposals should offer safer and more
effective health services and improve public awareness towards healthy
living.

Please see the following list of submission documents, and send them to the
email: OPPO-elevate@oppo.com and proposal@oppo.com:
•

Required documents:



Application Form



Demo or presentation of the proposed idea (this can be in the form of
text, image, video or any other digital format that effectively
communicates your idea)

•

Optional documents



Professional referral (text, video or other suitable format)



User referrals (text, video or other suitable format)



Other related documents (e.g., business proposal, academic papers,
achievements or other accolades）

Application Form
Local activities will
be held in different
cities worldwide.
Please select your
region according to
the country in

□ Hyderabad (India)
(For participants in India)

□ Tel Aviv（Israel）
(For participants in Europe and Israel, please refer to the United
Nations definition of Western and Western European states)

which you or your

□ Shenzhen (China)

team are based.

(For participants in Mainland China and other regions not mentioned
above)

Current Residence
(City, Country)

1.

Applicant Information

Proposal Name

Applicant Name
Please fill in an individual
name for individual
application, or an
organization name for
group applications

Applicant category

□ Individual application

Please only choose one

□ Start-up

category.

□ Higher education and research institute
□ NGO/ Non-profit
□ Others___________________

Contact Person
Email Address

Introduction of the
applicant
Please provide a short
introduction and
background of yourself or
your team/ organization

2. Proposal Information

Subject

□ Accessible Technology

Please only choose one

□ Digital Health

subject.

Proposal
Introduction
Introduce your proposal in
one sentence. (Max 50
words）

Application
Scenarios
Introduce the specific
users and applications of
the technology. (Max 200
words）

Feasibility of the
Technology/
Proposal
Please detail whether any
demo products or
commercial plans
currently exist, and
whether the solution can
be feasibly integrated
with OPPO's existing
products and
technologies. (Max 200

words）

Technological
Innovation
Introduce the innovation
and core technology
behind the proposal. (Max
200 words）

Social Value
Please explain how the
proposal can solve
specific social issues and
deliver long term value for
society. (Max 200 words）

Current bottlenecks
and how do you
think OPPO can help
you
Please label these in
numerical order of
importance, with No.1
being the most important

Resources most in

□ Funding

need of support
□ Technical and commercialization support
Please only select one
most needed resource.

□ Marketing and promotion
□ Others______________

Other supporting
documents
（optional）
Please provide links to
other documents such
as business proposals,
demo videos, or others
that can assist it telling
us more about your
proposal

3. Declaration of Consent
My name is
My nationality is
Hereby I express my company
(“the Company”) intent to participate in the OPPO Elevate (“the Program”). I
confirm that I have read and understood the Terms & Conditions and Privacy
Agreement of the Program and I/ the Company agree to the following conditions:
1. I/ The Company authorize Oppo Mobiles India Pvt. Ltd.and Guangdong
OPPO Mobile Telecommunications Corp., Ltd (“OPPO”, “the Organizer”) and its
subsidiaries to use my/ the Company’s image, name, logo, and other elements in all
communications related to the Program. I agree for these elements to be used
indefinitely in any country or region with no expectation of compensation for their
use. I/ The Company will not attempt to restrict the dissemination or use of these
assets, and in the event that these assets are brought into legal dispute against
OPPO, I/ the Company agree to bear all legal responsibility.
2. I/ The Company confirm the following statements to be true regarding the
submitted proposal:

（1） The submitted proposal solely represents the work of myself/ the Company.

The proposed technology or idea does not infringe on the legitimate rights and
interests of any third party, including but not limited to copyright, patent rights,
trademark rights, privacy rights, image rights, etc.
（2） The proposal does not violate the laws or regulations of the jurisdictions in

which it is intended for use.
（3） The proposal does not contain any content that violates business ethics,

public order, or could otherwise be viewed as inappropriate.
（4） The explanations, research data, experimental results and other information

(if any) contained in the proposal are true and correct, and free from fabrication,
exaggeration, or any other false descriptions.
3. According to the Terms & Conditions of the Program, I/ the Company accept
that the final awards and incentives offered to applicants will be subject to a final
written agreement signed between myself/ the Company and the Organizer, and that
the corresponding rights and obligations established between the two parties will take
effect upon the signing of this agreement.
4. I/ The Company have read and understood the Program’s Privacy Agreement in
full and agree for the Organizer to collect and process my/ the team’s relevant
personal data according to their needs.
The most up to date Privacy Agreement can be found at
https://www.oppo.com/in/privacy/
https://privacy.oppo.com/cn/policy/.

5. If I/the Company violate the terms of this agreement or are found to be in
violation of the agreement, the Organizer reserves the right to terminate my/ our
participation in the Program and remove any references to prior participation. If the
Organizer incurs any loss due to such a violation, I/ the Company agree to cover full
compensation of such losses.
□ I have read and agree to the above conditions and confirm that the materials
submitted are complete and free from any known errors.

Name:
Signature:
Date:

